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Within movie 2016 cast

The 1992 film, Boomerang, was a crude rom-com led by Hollywood OG Eddie Murphy. This commercially successful film features a deep talent bench. Here's a look at how much personal wealth the movie stars have amassed since then. Eddie Murphy And Robin Given In 'Boomerang' | Paramount Pictures/Getty Images 'Boomerang' flips the script on the
romantic comedy Boomerang revolving around an advertising pro and womanizer named Marcus. When a female executive named Jaqueline swooped in and landed the job Marcus believed she deserved, she also stole her heart and then broke it. While licking his wounds, Marcus hangs out with his best friends Tyler and Gerard, and his creative colleagues
Angela, Bony T, and Strangé. The film garnered laughter and grossed more than $131 million, according to Box Office Mojo. Based on the film's success, it's no surprise that the cast landed their next high-profile role. Here's how the stars stack up these days when it comes to wealth, according to Celebrity Net Worth. Eddie Murphy as 'Marcus' RELATED:
'Beverly Hills Police': What's the Current Star Value? From major comedy shows to grabbing the spotlight on the big screen, Saturday Night Live alumnus Murphy has worked hard and built a huge fortune. The star is worth about $200 million. And with so many projects on the horizon, Murphy has the potential to get even more. Next, fans can catch Murphy in
Coming 2 America, the sequel to his 1988 smash hit, Coming to America. Martin Lawrence as 'Tyler' RELATED: What Are The Cast of 'Martin' Worth Today? Like Murphy, Martin Lawrence became famous as a standup comedian. She starred in the hilarious sitcom Martin and went on to become a successful movie star. Its latest feature, Bad Boys for Life,
grossed more than $400 million, according to Box Office Mojo. And he's attached to a follow-up installment with co-star Will Smith. Lawrence has built a fortune of about $110 million. Halle Berry as Academy Award winner 'Angela' Halle Berry was a relative newcomer when she won the hearts of fans at Boomerang. Since then, he has become a megastar
with a lot of punches under his belt. Movie buffs may recognize Berry from Monster's Ball, Swordfish, and the X-Men series. With some memorable performances in hinds look, Berry has built an impressive level of wealth estimated at a total of $90 million. Chris Rock as 'Bony T' RELATED: 'Fargo' Star Chris Rock Calls The Best Role of His Career — Here's
Why Joining fellow standup comedians in Boomerang, Chris Rock adds heart and humor to the film as a mailroom worker and office gossip. Over the years, Rock has built a reputation as a socially conscious entertainer with extraordinary intelligence. He's a star directors, producers, and writers who have made a huge impact in the scope of art and
entertainment. Rock made a dramatic turn in his latest project, Fargo, an anthology series of FX crime dramas and will soon grace the big screen on The latest horror film in the Saw franchise. Estimates put Rock's net worth at about $60 million. Grace Jones as Strangé Model, actor, singer, and electric personality Grace Jones delivers a showtopping
performance at Boomerang. Best known for strong characters such as Zula in Conan the Destroyer and May Day in A View to a Kill, Jones has maintained a presence in Hollywood since the early 1970s. The scene thief is worth about $7 million. David Alan Grier as 'Gerard' RELATED: 'In Living Color' Alumni Jamie Foxx and David Alan Grier Reunite for
NEW Project TV fans recognizing actor and comedian David Alan Grier for his success in a long-running small screen role. She became a sketch comedy icon on FOX's In Living Color and vaulted for sitcom success on Life with Bonnie and The Carmichael Show. Next, the funnyman will co-star in Dad Stop Embarrassing Me with fellow In Living Color
alumnus Jamie Foxx. Grier maintains an estimated wealth of $4 million. Robin Givens as 'Jacqueline' Robin Givens became famous as a TV star in the '80s. After a series of guest-starring roles, he was in Head of the Class for five seasons. He continued to appear on screens large and small, including a very juicy part as former mayor Sierra McCoy on The
CW's Riverdale. Given's net worth totaled about $2 million. Tisha Campbell-Martin as 'Yvonne' Tisha Campbell | Time Life Pictures/DMI/The LIFE Picture Collection via Getty Images RELATED: 'House Party' 30 Years Later: How Much Are The Current Cast Worth? Tisha Campbell-Martin makes a brief but memorable appearance in Boomerang as Marcus's
neighbor and rejected lover, Yvonne. Fans will recognize Campbell-Martin as an actor, singer and dancer who has appeared in Little Shop of Horrors, House Party, Martin, My Wife and Kids, and other well-known titles. He's estimated to be worth $500,000. Follow Erika Delgado on Twitter. Soon, everyone will be in the room where it happened, just six years
later. On Monday, Lin-Manuel Miranda announced that a Hamilton film would hit theaters in 2021. Technically, it's not a film in the traditional sense, but it's actually something better - footage of the original cast's performance filmed on stage at the Richard Rodgers Theatre and given a cinematic flare by director Tommy Kail. The film was released by Disney
on Oct 15, 2021, so go ahead and mark the holidays on your calendar. Miranda shared how the film will bring the Broadway experience to audiences everywhere in a press release obtained by Bustle. I'm very proud of what Tommy Kail can capture in this filmed version of Hamilton - a live theatre experience that feels the same directly in your local cinema,
he said We're excited to partner with Disney to bring hamilton's original Broadway company to largest possible. While some fans may have held out for a more traditional film version of Hamilton, bring in showing viewers around the world at an affordable price is a way to allow everyone the opportunity to enjoy musical theatre. And it's in and of itself
invaluable to the countless devotions of Hamilton who didn't get a chance to see a live show with the original cast. As Miranda explained to Variety in January, this will remove the brag from the situation and put the focus back on the arts, as well as increase appreciation for live theater. You all have friends who brag, 'I saw that with the original cast,' he told
the outlet. We stole that brag from everybody. You're all going to see it with the original cast. Even if you are one of the lucky few to see Hamilton with the original cast, the film will still offer theater fans an entirely new perspective on musicals. Disney's theatrical release will combine the best elements of live theater and film and the result is a cinematic stage
show that is an entirely new way to experience Hamilton, per press release. Without the trailer, it's hard to know what the experience was like in rehearsals, but it would be fun to find out. Hamilton made his Broadway debut on Jan 20, 2015, and went on to win 11 Tonys, as well as a Pulitzer Prize for drama. In addition to Miranda, the original cast also
included Daveed Diggs, Renée Elise Goldsberry, Leslie Odom, Jr., Jonathan Groff, and Phillipa Soo. And now their award-winning work will be experienced at an unprecedented rate. We are thrilled for fans of this show, and new audiences around the world, to experience what it's like on stage - and in the audience - when we shoot this at the Richard
Rodgers Theatre on Broadway in June 2016, Kail said in a press release. We want to give everyone the same seat, that's what this movie can give us. Picture: United Artists The western genre helps propel many great actors into superstardom when they put on those hats and boots, then ride their horses towards sunset, until their director shouts Cut! Do you
remember this celebrity? Because the western film genre was as old as Hollywood filmmaking itself, many Silent Film Era actors appeared in the west at that time. Film historians identified William S. Hart as the first western film hero to symbolize what we now know about the typical western film protagonist: a man of integrity who struggles when needed, and
is honored in his intentions and actions. His 1925 silent film called Tumbleweeds started it all, and paved the way for future western movie heroes to evolve and evolve from these character archetypes. As the western film genre evolved, so did various western film heroes. Concept appears, with the villain being the main protagonist of the western film. They
may not have the honor and integrity of a typical western hero, but these numbers give western characters a more nuanced context. They now appear more human, and less than perfect heroes. In the process, they also become to the audience. Until now, the west as a genre is still revised and reformed. But big-name stars still want to star in it, because they
see it as a good opportunity to contribute to the western genre. So, can you name the movies where these actors play cowboys, villains or westerns in between? Go up and take the quiz, pardner! TRIVIA Can Name Western Movies From One Sentence Description? Trivia's 7 Minute 7 Minute Quiz Can You Identify This John Wayne Movie From Just One
Shot? Trivia 7 Minutes 7 Minute Quiz We Will Give You 3 Words, You Tell The Movie '60s Which One They Went With a 6 Minute 6 Minute TRIVIA Quiz Can You Identify Western TV From the Cast? 6 Minute 6 Minute TRIVIA Quiz How Well Do You Remember the Popular West, Hondo? Trivia's 5 Minute 5 Minute Quiz Can Match This Actor with '60s and
'70s TV Shows? Quiz 7 Minutes 7 Min TRIVIA The Wild Bunch Movie Quiz 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Minutes TRIVIA John Wayne Movie Name From Screenshot 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Minutes TRIVIA Can You Match This Actor with Their 1950s TV Show? 7 Minute 7 Min TRIVIA Quiz Can You Name An 80s Movie From One Clue? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Minutes How much do
you know about dinosaurs? What is octane ranking? And how do you use the right noun? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers a reliable and easy-to-understand explanation of how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to interesting photography and interesting lists, HowStuffWorks
Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, we ask you, but we always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us! Play quizzes for free! We send trivia questions and personality tests every week to your inbox. By clicking Register you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13
years of age or older. Rights © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, System1 Company
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